We prove an estimate on the smallest singular value of a multiplicatively and additively deformed random rectangular matrix. Suppose n ď N ď M ď dN for some constant d ě 1. Let X be an Mˆn random matrix with independent and identically distributed entries, which have zero mean, unit variance and arbitrarily high moments. Let T be an NˆM deterministic matrix with comparable singular values c ď sN pT q ď s1pT q ď c´1 for some constant c ą 0. Let A be an Nˆn deterministic matrix with }A} " Op ? N q. Then we prove that for any ǫ ą 0, the smallest singular value of T X´A is larger than N´ǫp ? N´?n´1q with high probability. If we assume further the entries of X have subgaussian decay, then the smallest singular value of T X´A is at least of the order ? N´?n´1 with high probability, which is an essentially optimal estimate.
Introduction

Smallest singular values of random matrices
Consider an Nˆn real or complex matrix A. The singular values s i pAq of A are the eigenvalues of pA˚Aq 1{2 arranged in the non-increasing order:
s 1 pAq ě s 2 pAq ě . . . ě s n pAq.
Of particular importance are the largest singular value s 1 pAq, which gives the spectral norm }A}, and the smallest singular value s n pAq, which measures the invertibility of A˚A in the N ě n case.
A natural random matrix model is given by a rectangular matrix X whose entries are independent random variables with mean zero, unit variance and certain moment assumptions. In this paper, we focus on random variables with arbitrarily high moments (see (1.6) ), which include all the subgaussian and subexponential random variables. The asymptotic behavior of the extreme singular values of X has been well-studied. Suppose X has dimensions Nˆn. Let λ 1 ě λ 2 ě . . . ě λ n be the eigenvalues of N´1X˚X and define the empirical spectral distribution as µ N :" n´1 ř n i"1 δ λi . If n{N Ñ λ P p0, 1q as N Ñ 8, then µ N converges weakly to the famous Marchěnko-Pastur (MP) law [12] . Moreover, the MP distribution has a density with positive support on rp1´?λq 2 , p1`?λq 2 s, which suggests that asymptotically, s 1 pXq Ñ ? N p1`?λq " ? N`?n, and s n pXq Ñ ? N p1´?λq " ? N´?n.
(1.1)
The almost sure convergence of the largest singular value was proved in [6] for random matrices whose entries have arbitrarily high moments. The almost sure convergence of the smallest singular value was proved in [19] for Gaussian random matrices (i.e. the Wishart matrix). These results were later generalized to random matrices with i.i.d. entries with finite fourth moment in [24] and [2] . A considerably harder problem is to establish non-asymptotic versions of (1.1), which would hold for any fixed dimensions N and n. Most often needed are upper bounds for the largest singular value s 1 pXq and lower bounds for the smallest singular value s n pXq. With a standard ǫ-net argument, it is not hard to prove that }X} is at most of the optimal order ? N for all dimensions, see e.g. [5, 10, 16] . On the other hand, the smallest singular value is much harder to bound below. There has been much progress in this direction during the last decade.
Tall matrices. It was proved in [11] that for arbitrary aspect ratios λ ă 1´c{ log N and for random matrices with independent subgaussian entries, one has P´s n pXq ď c λ ?
where c λ ą 0 depends only on λ and the maximal subgaussian moment of the entries. Square matrices. For square random matrices with N " n, a lower bound for the smallest singular value was first obtained in [14] , where it was proved that for subgaussian random matrix X, s N pXq ě ǫN´3 {2 with high probability. This result was later improved in [15] to
an essentially optimal estimate for subgaussian matrices. Subsequently, different lower bounds for s N pXq were proved under weakened moments assumptions [20, 13, 8] .
Almost square matrices. The gap 1´c{ log N ď λ ă 1 was filled in [16] . It was shown that for subgaussian random rectangular matrices, P´s n pXq ď ǫp ? N´?n´1q¯ď pCǫq N´n`1`e´cN , (1.4) for all fixed dimensions N ě n. This bound is essentially optimal for subgaussian matrices with all aspect ratios. It is easy to see that (1.2) and (1.3) are the special cases of the estimate (1.4) . In this paper, we are interested in the extreme singular values of a multiplicatively and additively deformed random rectangular matrix. Given an Mˆn random matrix X with independent entries, we consider the matrix T X´A, where T and A are NˆM and Nˆn deterministic matrices, respectively. It is easy to bound above the largest singular value using }T X´A} ď }T }}X}`}A}. On the other hand, we expect that if n ď N ď M and the singular values of T satisfy c ď s N pT q ď s 1 pT q ď c´1, then a similar estimate as in (1.4) would still hold for T X´A. In fact, if M " N and X is subgaussian, one can prove that the estimate (1.4) holds for the matrix X´T´1A with a direct generalization of the method in [16] . Together with s n pT X´Aq ě s N pT qs n pX´T´1Aq, this already gives the desired lower bound for s n pT X´Aq. In this paper, we will consider more general case where N ď M and X is not necessarily subgaussian, see Theorem 1.1.
One of our motivations is the potential application in statistical science. Consider sample covariance matrices of the form Q " n´1BB˚, where B is an Nˆn matrix. The columns of B represent n independent observations of some random N -dimensional vector b. For the sample vector b, we take a linear model b " T x, where T is a deterministic NˆM matrix and x is a random M -dimensional vector with independent entries. Then we can write b " Tx`a, wherex is a centered random vector and a " T Ex. In addition, without loss of generality, we may assume that the entries of x have unit variance by absorbing the variance ofx i into T . Hence we can write B into the form B " T X´A, and our result would provide a good a priori estimate on the smallest singular values of B.
Another application of our result is the circular law for square random matrices. Let X be an NˆN random matrix with i.i.d. entries with zero mean and unit variance. It is well known that the spectral measure of eigenvalues of N´1 {2 X converges to the circular law, i.e. the uniform distribution on the unit disk [7, 1] . An important input of the proof is the lower bound for the smallest singular value of N´1 {2 X´z for any z P C [8, 13, 20, 21] . In [22] , we proved a generalized local circular law for square random matrices of the form N´1 {2 T X. In order to obtain a lower bound for the smallest singular value of N´1 {2 T X´z, we assumed that the entries of X have continuous distributions. This assumption rules out some important models such as the Bernoulli random matrices. Now with the result of this paper, we can relax this assumption greatly to include all random variables with sufficiently high moments.
Main result and the reduction to subgaussian matrices
Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n be independent random variables such that for 1 ď i ď n, 5) and for any p P N, there is an N -independent constant σ p such that
We assume that X is an Mˆn random matrix, whose rows are independent copies of the random vector pξ 1 , . . . , ξ n q. In this paper, we consider the deformed random rectangular matrix T X´B, where T and B are NˆM and Nˆn deterministic matrices, respectively. We assume that
for some constants K 0 , Λ ě 1. Moreover, we assume the eigenvalues of T T˚satisfy that
For definiteness, in this paper we focus on the case with real matrices. However, our results and proof also hold, after minor changes, in the complex case if we assume in addition that X ij have independent real and imaginary parts, such that
and similarly for Im X ij . The main result of this paper is the following theorem. for large enough N ě N 0 , where the constant C ą 0 depends only on σ p , Λ and K 0 , and N 0 depends only on σ p , Λ, Γ and τ .
To prove this theorem, we first truncate the entries of X at level N ω for some small ω ą 0. Combining condition (1.6) with Markov's inequality, we get that for any (small) ω ą 0 and (large) Γ ą 0, there exists N pω, Γq such that
for all N ě N pω, Γq. Hence with a loss of probability OpN´Γq, it suffices to control the smallest singular values of the random matrix TX´B, wherẽ
By (1.6) and integration by parts, we can check that for 1 ď i ď n,
(1.10)
We define D 1 to be an nˆn diagonal matrix with pD 1 q ii " Var`ξ i 1 t|ξi|ďN ω {2u˘1 {2 .
Let T " UDV be a singular value decomposition of T , where U is an NˆN unitary matrix, V is an MˆM unitary matrix andD " pD, 0q is an NˆM rectangular diagonal matrix such that
where V 1 has size NˆM and V 2 has size pM´N qˆM . Then we have
Due to (1.8) and (1.10), we only need to bound s n pV 1 Y´Aq, where Y :" pX´EXqD´1 1 , and A :" pD´1U´1B´V 1 EXqD´1 1 .
Using (1.7), (1.8), (1.10) and the definition of Ω, it is easy to check that A is a deterministic matrix with }A} ď C´}B}`}EX}¯ď C´?N`N´Γ´1`ω¯ď C ? N , (1.11) and Y is a random matrix with independent entries satisfying
Recall that a random variable ξ is called subgaussian if there exists K ą 0 such that
The infimum of such K is called the subgaussian moment of ξ or the ψ 2 -norm }ξ} ψ2 . By (1.12), it is obvious that Y ij are subgaussian random variables with }Y ij } ψ2 ď N ω . Moreover, by Theorem 2.10 of [4] , there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
for large enough N . Then using }X} ď }X}, we get that
(1.14)
From the above discussion, we see that Theorem 1.1 follows from the following theorem. Theorem 1.2. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n be independent centered random variables with unit variance, finite fourth moments and subgaussian moments bounded by K for some K " KpN q ď N ω . Let Y be an Mˆn random matrix, whose rows are independent copies of the random vector pξ 1 , . . . , ξ n q. Let P be an NˆM deterministic matrix with P P T " 1, and let A be an Nˆn deterministic matrix. Suppose that }Y }`}A} ď C 1 ? N for some constant C 1 ą 0. Then for every 0 ă ω ă ω 0 and every ǫ ě 0, we have 15) where the constants ω 0 , c, C, L ą 0 depend only on Λ, C 1 and the maximal fourth moment.
Remark 1.3. Suppose X ij are subgaussian random variables with max i,j }X ij } ď K for some constant K ą 0. Then we have
where c 0 , C 0 ą 0 depend only on K (see [16, Proposition 2.4] ). Combining with Theorem 1.2, we obtain the optimal estimate for the smallest singular value of T X´B:
The bulk of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. In the preliminary Section 2, we introduce some notations and tools that will be used in the proof. In Section 3, we first reduce the problem into bounding below }pP Y´Aqx} 2 for compressible unit vectors x P S n´1 , whose l 2 -norm is concentrated in a small number of coordinates, and for incompressible unit vectors comprising the rest of the sphere S n´1 . Then we prove a lower bound for compressible unit vectors using a small ball probability result (Lemma 2.7) and a standard ǫ-net argument. The incompressible unit vectors are dealt with in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4, we consider the case 1 ď n ď λ 0 N for some constant λ 0 P p0, 1q, i.e. when P Y´A is a tall matrix. The proof can be finished with another small ball probability result (Lemma 2.6) and the ǫ-net argument. The almost square case with λ 0 N ă n ď N is considered in Section 5. We first reduce the problem into bounding the distance between a random vector and a random subspace, and then complete the proof with a random distance lemma-Lemma 5.3, whose proof will be given in Section 6.
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Basic notations and tools
In this paper, we use C to denote a generic large positive constant, which may depend on fixed parameters and whose value may change from one line to the next. Similarly, we use c, ǫ or ω to denote a generic small positive constant. If a constant depends on a quantity a, we use Cpaq or C a to indicate this dependence.
The canonical inner product on R n is denoted x¨,¨y, and the Euclidean norm is denoted }¨} 2 . The distance from a point x to a set D in R n is denoted distpx, Dq. The unit sphere centered at the origin in R n is denoted S n´1 . The orthogonal projection in R n onto a subspace E is denoted P E . For a subset of coordinates J Ď t1, . . . , nu, we often write P J for P R J . The unit sphere of E is denoted SpEq :" S n´1 X E. For any matrix A, we use A˚to denote its conjugate transpose, A T the transpose, }A} :" }A} l 2 Ñl 2 the operator norm and }A} HS the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. We usually write an identity matrix as 1 without causing any confusions.
The following tensorization lemma is Lemma 2.2 of [15] Lemma 2.1 (Tensorization). Let ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n be independent non-negative random variables, and let B, ǫ 0 ě 0.
(1) Assume that for each k,
where C is an absolute constant.
(2) Assume that there exist λ ą 0 and µ P p0, 1q such that for each k,
Then there exists λ 1 ą 0 and µ 1 P p0, 1q that depend on λ and µ only and such that
Consider a subset Ω Ă R n , and let ǫ ą 0. An ǫ-net of Ω is a subset N Ď Ω such that for every x P Ω one has distpx, N q ď ǫ. The following lemma is proved as Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 in [16] .
Lemma 2.2 (Nets).
Fix any ǫ ą 0.
(1) There exists an ǫ-net of S n´1 of cardinality at most
) .
(2) Let S be a subset of S n´1 . There exists an ǫ-net of S of cardinality at most
Next we define the small ball probability for a random vector.
Definition 2.3. The Lévy concentration function of a random vector
which measures the small ball probabilities.
With Definition 2.3, it is easy to prove the following lemma. It will allow us to select a nice subset of the coefficients a k when computing the small ball probability.
Lemma 2.4. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n be independent random variables. For any σ Ď t1, . . . , nu, any a P R n and any ǫ ě 0, we have
The following three lemmas give some useful small ball probability bounds. They correspond to [16 Lemma 2.5. Let ξ be a random variable with mean zero, unit variance, and finite fourth moment. Then for every ǫ P p0, 1q, there exists a p P p0, 1q which depends only on ǫ and on the fourth moment, and such that Lpξ, ǫq ď p.
Lemma 2.6. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n be independent centered random variables with variances at least 1 and third moments bounded by B. Then for every a P R n and every ǫ ě 0, one has
whereC is an absolute constant.
Lemma 2.7. Let A be a fixed NˆM matrix. Consider a random vector ξ " pξ 1 , . . . , ξ M q where ξ i are independent random variables satisfying Eξ i " 0, Eξ
3 Decomposition of the sphere
Now we begin the proof of Theorem 1.2. We will make use of a partition of the unit sphere into two sets of compressible and incompressible vectors. They are first defined in [15] .
Definition 3.1. Let δ, ρ P p0, 1s. A vector x P R n is called sparse if |supppxq| ď δn. A vector x P S n´1 is called compressible if x is within Euclidean distance ρ from the set of all sparse vectors. A vector x P S n´1 is called incompressible if it is not compressible. The sets of sparse, compressible and incompressible vectors will be denoted by Sparse n pδq, Comp n pδ, ρq and Incomp n pδ, ρq. We sometimes omit the subindex n when the dimension is clear.
Using the decomposition S
n´1 " Comp Y Incomp, we break the invertibility problem into two subproblems, for compressible and incompressible vectors: Proof. We first prove a similar estimate for sparse vectors. For any x P S n´1 , we define the random vector ζ :" Y x P R N . It is easy to verify that Eζ i " 0, Eζ 2 i " 1 and }ζ i } ψ2 ď CK. Then with }P } " 1 and }P } 2 HS " N , we conclude from Lemma 2.7 that
rδns . Then using (3.3) and taking the union bound, we get
Let V be the event that }pP Y´Aqy} ď ? N {4 for some y P S 1 . By the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, we have
Assume that V occurs and choose a point x P N such that }y´x} ď ǫ. Then
if we choose ǫ ď 1{p4C 1 q. Fix one such ǫ, using (3.4) we obtain that
if we choose c 1 (and hence δ) to be sufficiently small. We use this result and take the union bound over all rδns-element subsets σ of t1, . . . , nu:
PˆDσ, |σ| " rδns : inf
with an appropriate choice of c 1 . Now we deduce the estimate for compressible vectors. Let c 3 ą 0 and ρ P p0, 1{2q to be chosen later. We need to control the event W that }pP Y´Aqx} 2 ď c 3 ? N for some vector x P Comppδ, ρq. Assume W occurs, then every such vector x can be written as a sum x " y`z with y P Sparsepδq and }z} 2 ď ρ. Thus }y} 2 ě 1´ρ ě 1{2, and
We choose c 3 " 1{16 and ρ " 1{p16C 1 q, so that }pP Y´Aqy} 2 ď ? N {8. Since }y} 2 ě 1{2, we can find a unit vector u " y{}y} 2 P Sparsepδq such that }pP X´Aqu} 2 ď ? N {4. This shows that event W implies the event in (3.5), so we have PpW q ď e´c It remains to prove the bound for incompressible vectors in (3.2). Define the aspect ratio λ :" n{N . We will divide the proof into two cases: the case where c
Tall matrices
In this section, we deal with the probability in (3.2) when c 1 {pK 4 log Kq ď λ ď λ 0 for some constant λ 0 P p0, 1q. The value of λ 0 will be chosen later in Section 5 (see (5.8)), and it only depends on Λ, C 1 and the maximal fourth moment of the entries of Y . Then it is equivalent to control the probability 
for some constant C 2 pρq ą 0 depending only on ρ and the maximal fourth moment. Here we used the bound
deduced from Lemma 3.4. With (4.1) as the input, the next lemma provides a small ball probability bound for the random vector P Y x.
Lemma 4.1 (Corollary 1.4 of [18] ). Consider a random vector X " pξ 1 , . . . , ξ M q where ξ i are real-valued independent random variables. Let t, p ě 0 be such that
Let P be an orthogonal projection in R M onto an N -dimensional subspace. Then
Applying the above lemma to random vector Y x, we obtain that
for some constant C 3 ą 0. Now we can take a union bound over all x in an ǫ-net of Incomp n pδ, ρq and complete the proof by approximation. We first assume that t ě 1{ ? δn. Let V be the event that }pP Y´Aqy} 2 ď t ? N {2 for some y P Incomp n pδ, ρq. Assume that V occurs and choose a point x P N such that }x´y} 2 ď ǫ. Then if ǫ ď t{p2C 1 q, we have
where we used that }P Y´A} ď C 1 ? N . Fix one such ǫ, using (4.3) we obtain that
where in the last step we used n{N ď λ 0 . If t ď 1{ ? δn, we use (4.4) to get
if K ď N ω for some sufficiently small ω. Together with (4.4) and Lemma 3.2, this concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2 for the λ ď λ 0 case.
Almost square matrices
In this section, we deal with the probability in (3.2) for the λ 0 ă λ ď 1 case. In particular, when λ Ñ 1, P Y´A becomes an almost square matrix and (4.4) cannot provide a satisfactory probability bound. For instance, for the square case with N " n, it is easy to see that the pCδ´1 {2 q N term dominates over the t term. To handle this difficulty, we will use the method in [16] , which reduces the problem of bounding }pP Y´Aqx} 2 for x P Incomp n pδ, ρq to a random distance problem. We denote N " n´1`d for some d ě 1. Note that ? N´?n´1 ď d{ ? n. Hence to bound (3.2), it suffices to bound
We denote
. . , Z n :" P Y n´An be the columns of the matrix Z :" P Y´A. Given a subset J Ă t1, . . . , nu of cardinality m, we define the subspace
For levels K 1 :" ρ a δ{2 and K 2 :" K´1 1 , we define the set of totally spread vectors
In the following lemma, we let J be a random subset uniformly chosen over all subsets of t1, . . . , nu of cardinality m. We shall write P J for P R J , the orthogonal projection onto the subspace R J . We denote the probability and expectation over the random subset J by P J and E J .
Lemma 5.1. There exists constant c 2 ą 0 depending only on ρ such that for every x P Incomp n pδ, ρq, the event
Proof. Let σ Ă t1, . . . , nu be the subset from Lemma 3.4. Then we have 
If J Ă σ, then summing (3.7) over k P J, we obtain the required two-sided bound for }P J x} 2 . This and (3.7) yield P J x{}P J x} 2 P S J . Hence Epxq holds. It remains to bound P pinf xPS J distpZx, H J c q ă ǫq for any m-element subset J. We shall need the following lemma to bound below the distance between a random vector in R N and an independent random subspace of codimension l. It will be proved in Section 6. Lemma 5.3 (Distance to a random subspace). Let J be any m-element subset of t1, . . . , nu and let H J c be the random subspace of R N defined in (5.3). Let X be a random vector in R M whose coordinates are i.i.d. centered random variables with unit variance and finite fourth moments, independent of H J c . Assume that l :" m`d´1 ď βN . Then for every ǫ ą 0, we have
where β,c,C ą 0 depend only on Λ, C 1 and the maximal fourth moment.
It is easy to see that (5.6) implies the weaker result:
In the following proof, we choose λ 0 such that
Note that for any fixed x P S J , we have Zx " P Y x´Ax, where Y x is a random vector satisfying the assumptions for X in Lemma 5.3. So (5.7) gives a useful probability bound for a single x P S J . Then we will try to take a union bound over all x in an ǫ-net of S J and obtain a uniform distance bound. This is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 (Uniform distance bound).
Let Y be a random matrix satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 1.2. Then for every m-element subset J and t ą 0,
whereC,c ą 0 depend only onC andc.
By the definition of m in (5.2), we have
with an appropriate choice of ρ. Gaussian random variable with small variance σ, and later let σ Ñ 0 (all the estimates below do not depend on σ). Under this assumption, we have the following convenient fact: dimpH J c q " n´m a.s.
(5.11)
Let P H K be the orthogonal projection in R N onto H K J c , and define
Then for every x P R n , we have
N´n`m " l almost surely. Thus W acts as an operator from an mdimensional subspace into an l-dimensional subspace. If we have a proper operator bound for W , we can run the approximation argument on S J and prove a uniform distance bound over all x P S J .
Proposition 5.5. Let W be a random matrix as in (5.12). Then
where C 0 , c 0 ą 0 are absolute constants.
Proof. For simplicity of notations, we fix a realization of H J c and omit the conditioning on it from the expressions below. Let N be an p1{2q-net of S n´1 X R J and M be an p1{2q-net of S n´1 X H K J c . By Lemma 2.2, we can choose N and M such that
It is easy to prove that }W } ď 4 sup xPN ,yPM |xW x, yy| . (5.14)
For every x P N and y P M, xW x, yy " xP Y x, yy " xY x, P T yy is a random variable with subgaussian moment bounded by CK for some absolute constant C ą 0. Hence by (1.13) we have
Using (5.14) and taking the union bound, we get that for large enough C 0 ,
where we used that m ď l ď 2d.
Lemma 5.6. Let W be a random matrix as in (5.12) and let w be a random vector as in (5.13). Then for every t ě 0, we have
where C 2 depends only onC.
Proof. Fix any x P S J . It is easy to verify that Y x is a random vector that satisfies the assumptions for X in Lemma 5.3. Hence by (5.13) and (5.7), we have
Let ǫ " t{pC 0 Kq. By Lemma 2.2, there exists an ǫ-net N of S J with |N | ď 2mp5C 0 K{tq m´1 . Consider the event
Taking the union bound, we get that
For t ě t 0 :" e´c N {p4dq {pC 2 Kq, we have
with an appropriate choice of ρ. Thus we get
For t ă t 0 , we have
Then applying the standard approximation argument, we can check that the probability in (5.15) is bounded by PpE t q, which concludes the proof.
With Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 5.6, we obtain that
Unfortunately, the bound e´c 0C 2 0 d is too weak for small d. Following the idea in [16] , we refine the probability bound by decoupling the information about }W x´w} 2 from the information about }W }. The proof of next lemma is essentially the same as the one for Proposition 7.5 of [16] . We omit the details.
Lemma 5.7 (Decoupling). Let X be an Nˆm matrix whose columns are independent random vectors, and let A be an NˆN deterministic matrix. Let z P S m´1 be a vector satisfying |z k | ě K 1 { ? m for all k P t1, . . . , mu. Then for every v P R N and every 0 ă a ă b, we have P p}AXz´Av} 2 ă a, }AX} ą bq ď 2 sup
Remark 5.8. By (5.4), all the vectors in S J satisfy the assumption for z in Lemma 5.7.
With this decoupling lemma, we can prove the following refinement of Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.9. Let W be a random matrix as in (5.12) and let w be a random vector as in (5.13). For every s ě 1 and every t ě 0, we have
where c 1 is an absolute constant and C 3 depends only onC.
Proof. Let ǫ " t{p2sC 0 Kq. By Lemma 2.2, there exists an ǫ-net N of S J with |N | ď 2m p9sC 0 K{tq m´1 . Consider the event
Conditioning on H J c , we can apply Lemma 5.7 to get that
aking expectation over H J c and using Proposition 5.5, we obtain that
where in the second step we used the representation in (5.13) and the estimate (5.6). Since s ě 1 and 1 ď m ď d, we can bound this as
where C 4 ą 0 is an absolute constant. For t ě t 1 :" e´c N {p4dq K 2 1 {pC 3 Kq, we have
For t ă t 1 , we have
Suppose there exists y P S J such that
Then we choose x P N such that }x´y} 2 ď ǫ, and by triangle inequality we obtain that
i.e. the event E t holds. Then the bound for P pE t q concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Summing the probability bounds in Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.9 for s " 2 k , k P Z`, we conclude that
Using that K 1 " ρ a δ{2 (see (5.4)) and δ " c 1 N {pnK 4 log Kq (see (5.1)), we get
In view of the representation (5.13), this concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 5.3
We will first prove a general inequality that holds for any fixed subspace H in R N of codimension l " m`d´1. This probability bound will depend on the arithmetic structure of H, which can be expressed using the least common denominator (LCD). Following the notations in [16] , for α ą 0 and γ P p0, 1q, we define the least common denominator of a vector a P R M as LCD α,γ paq :" inf θ ą 0 : distpθa, Z M q ă minpγ}θa} 2 , αq ( .
More generally, let a " pa 1 , . . . , a M q be a sequence of vectors a k P R l . We define the product of such multi-vector a and a vector θ P R l as θ¨a :" pxθ, a 1 y, . . . , xθ, a M yq P R M .
Then we define, for α ą 0 and γ P p0, 1q,
Finally, the least common denominator of a subspace E Ď R M is defined as
A key to the proof is the next small ball probability theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N´l are independent centered random variables with unit variance and uniformly bounded fourth moment. LetỸ be an MˆpN´lq random matrix whose rows are independent copies of the random vector pξ 1 , . . . , ξ N´l q, andÃ be an NˆpN´lq deterministic matrix. Suppose that }Ỹ }`}Ã} ď C 1 ? N for some constant C 1 ą 0. Let H be the random subspace of R N spanned by the column vectors of PỸ´Ã, and define the subspace E " EpHq :"
where c depends only on Λ, C 1 and the maximal fourth moment.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Consider the event E :" LCD α,c pEpH J cě c ? N e cN {l ( . The above theorem shows that PpEq ě 1´e´c N . Conditioning on a realization of H J c in E, we obtain from (6.3) that
Since l ď βN , with an appropriate choice of β we get
Then the proof is completed by the estimate on the probability of E c .
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 6.2. Note that if a P EpHq, then a " P T b for some b P H K . Then with b " P a, we have that
We denoteB :"Ã T P . For every set S in E, we have
This helps us to "navigate" the random subspace E away from undesired sets S on the unit sphere. As in Definition 3.1, we can define the compressible and incompressible vectors on S M´1 , which are denoted by Comp M pδ, ρq and Incomp M pδ, ρq, respectively. First, we have the following result for compressible vectors. Lemma 6.3 (Random subspaces are incompressible). There exist δ, ρ P p0, 1q such that
where the constants δ, ρ, c 0 ą 0 depend only on Λ, C 1 and the maximal fourth moment.
Proof. Due to (6.5), it suffices to prove that
In fact, the proof is similar to the one for Lemma 3.2. However, instead of Lemma 2.7, we will use the fact thatỸ T has independent row vectorsỸ 1 , . . . ,Ỹ N´l . For any x P S M´1 , it is easy to verify that xỸ k , xy has variance 1 and uniformly bounded fourth moment. Then by Lemma 2.5, there exists a p P p0, 1q such that for any fixed v " pv 1 , . . . , v N´l q P R N´l ,
By Lemma 2.1, we can find constants η, ν P p0, 1q depending on p only and such that
Recall that l ď βN and M ď ΛN by our assumptions. Then using (6.8) instead of (3.3), we can complete the proof of (6.7) as in Lemma 3.2.
Fix the constants δ and ρ given by Lemma 6.3 for the rest of this section. Note that in contrast to the case in Lemma 3.2, δ is now an N -independent constant. We will further decompose Incomp M pδ, ρq into level sets S D according to the value D of the LCD. We shall prove a nontrivial lower bound on inf xPSD }pỸ T´B qx} 2 for each level set up to D of the exponential order. By (6.5), this means that E is disjoint from every such level set. Therefore, E must have exponentially large LCD. First, as a consequences of Lemma 3.4, we have the following lemma, which gives a weak lower bound for the LCD.
Lemma 6.4 (Lemma 3.6 of [16] ). For every δ, ρ P p0, 1q, there exist c 1 pδ, ρq ą 0 and c 2 pδq ą 0 such that the following holds. Let a P Incomp M pδ, ρq. Then for every 0 ă c ă c 1 pδ, ρq and every α ą 0, one has LCD α,c paq ą c 2 pδq ? M .
To obtain a lower bound for }pỸ T´B qx} 2 on S D , we use the ǫ-net argument again. We first need such a bound for a single vector x. The proof of next lemma is very similar to the one for Lemma 4.6 in [16] . We omit the details. Lemma 6.6. Let x P S D . Then for every t ą 0 we have
Now we construct a small ǫ-net of S D . Our argument here is a little harder than the one in [16] , because the ǫ-net lies in a subspace P T R N Ď R M , whose direction is quite arbitrary. We shall need the following classical result in geometric functional analysis [3] .
where Q M " r´1{2, 1{2s M is the unit cube centered at the origin.
Lemma 6.8. There exists a p4α{Dq-net of S D of cardinality at most pCD{ ? N q N .
Proof. We can assume that 4α{D ď 1, otherwise the conclusion is trivial. We can chose p such that it is the closest integer point to Dpxqx. Since }Dpxqx} 2 ă 2D, p must lie in the "cube covering"F of F :" Bp0, 2Dq X P T R N , defined as
On the other hand, by (6.10) and using that }Dpxqx} 2 ă 2D and 4α{D ď 1, we obtain }p} 2 ă Dpxq`α ď 3D.
In sum, we get a p2α{Dq-net of S D as:
The cardinality of N can be bounded by the volume of Bp0, 3Dq XF . By Fubini's theorem, we havěˇˇB p0, 3Dq XFˇˇď |Bp0, 3Dq X S|¨ˇˇS K X Q Mˇ, S :" P T R N .
Then using the volume formula for an N -dimension ball and Lemma 6.7, we obtain that
Finally, we can find a 4α{D-net of the same cardinality, which lies in S D (see Lemma 5.7 of [15] ). This completes the proof. Proof. To conclude the proof, it is enough to find ν ą 0 such that the event
* has probability ď e´N . Let ν ą 0 be a small constant to be chosen later. We apply Lemma 6.6 with t " ν ? N {D. By the assumptions on α and D, the term Ct dominates in the right hand side of (6.9) . This gives for arbitrary x P S D ,
We take the p4α{Dq-net N of S D given by Lemma 6.8, and take the union bound to get
Using the assumption on D, we can choose ν small enough such that p ď`C 2˘l e c3N`C1 ν˘N´l ď e´N , where we used l ď βN in the last step. Now assume E holds. By the assumption of Theorem 6.2, we have
Fix x P S D such that }pỸ T´B qx} ă νN {p2Dq. Then we can find y P N such that }x´y} ď 4α{D. Then, by the triangle inequality we have Then, by Lemma 6.4 and Definition 6.5, either x is compressible or x P S D for some D P D, where
where we used that M ě N . Therefore, we can decompose the desired probability as follows:
p :" P´LCD α,c pEq ă c 3 ? N e c3N {l¯ď P pE X Comp M pδ, ρq ‰ Hq`ÿ DPD PpE X S D ‰ Hq.
The first term can be bounded by e´c 0N by Lemma 6.3. The other terms can be bounded with (6.5) and Lemma 6.9:
Since there are |D| ď CN terms in the sum, we conclude that p ď e´c 0N`C N e´N ď e´c 1 N .
This concludes the proof.
